
A Second Civil War? 

Could a nation that has already survived a Civil War, a war where 620,000 countrymen died, knowingly 

or unknowingly or willingly or unwillingly enter into a second war? 

One of the story lines I’ve been alluding to and referencing in Part IV of my series is this notion that we, 

as a nation, have already progressed through a Second Civil War. Pseudo Spoiler - Part IV takes place 

twenty years after the conclusion of Part III. The events that I laid out in Parts I-III were the foundation of 

national discord with government… then I took away the lights and…. BOOM! Easy enough to do in a 

fictitious setting. This scenario, for the sake of this writing, handles the ‘knowingly’ and ‘willingly’ parts 

of the question where I am defining ‘knowingly’ and ‘willingly’ as taking up arms. 

However, as I continue to write and make references to this story line via conversational text and 

character backstory, I continue to ram my head into this sixth sense, intuition, spine tingling feeling that, 

perhaps, we are already in a Second Civil War and it’s been suppressed, so to speak, just lurking in the 

shadows disguised as every day life…  

What if we actually were already in the middle of a Second Civil War, but instead of cannons, the smell 

of gunpowder, and bullets whizzing by, this iteration is more akin to a Cold War? Would you be able to 

recognize it if we were? 

Stick with me here… this is a winding road that can best be defined by some turn of phrase from some 

random psychoanalytic handbook, but I do have a point. 

Now, the more and more I think about this ‘Cold War’ Second Civil War concept, the more I am 

reminded of that scene in the movie The Hunt for Red October when Sean Connery’s character, Captain 

Ramius, says: Forty years I've been at sea. A war at sea. A war with no battles, no monuments... only 

casualties… 

That’s pretty much what the Cold War was… there were no epic tank battles like Kursk in 1943, or 

amphibious assaults like in Inchon in 1950, and there were no massive air battles like the Battle of 

Britain in 1940, or carpet bombing operations like Dresden in 1945 or Linebacker and Linebacker II in 

1972. While I will grant you that technically the Cold War can best be defined as taking place between 

1947 and 1991, it quite literally was a war with no battles, no monuments... only casualties… as the two 

main belligerents (US and USSR) never declared war on one another or took to the battlefield directly 

against one another. Nation puppet states anyone? 

The other night I was watching a show I had recorded on AMC called The American West. This episode 

was titled ‘Two Front War’ and aired on June 18, 2016. The series premiere titled ‘America Divided’ 

aired on June 11, 2016. Anyway, one of the takeaways from ‘Two Front War’ was a conversation 

between Jesse James and the pro-Confederate Missouri newspaper editor named John Newman 

Edwards. 



Basically, Jesse James is lamenting the fact that there ‘… isn’t much work out there if your pants were 

grey’ as being the primary catalyst for the train and bank robberies that he and his brother Frank have 

been pulling off. 

Now, I have no idea if the conversation was merely the result of screen writer whimsy or if they were 

historically accurate words from an actual conversation. I’d put my money on the former… just saying. 

Regardless, it was the content of the conversation that I am stuck on. 

So here’s a question, what if we juxtaposed the same words against the backdrop of our modern day 

world... you know, the one that’s filled to the brim with politically extreme rhetoric, religious extremism, 

executive actions, and thin skinned PC police. Would the same words hold weight in today’s world? 

Not really. 

What if we were to replace a few words with modern equivalents associated with some things that are 

prevalent in the news today? Would they hold weight then? 

‘… isn’t much work out there if your skin is black’ 

‘… isn’t much work out there if you’re a natural born citizen’ 

‘… isn’t much work out there if your parents aren’t wealthy’ 

Ladies and gentlemen, I think we have a winner. 

You’re probably thinking, this is great and all, but how does this equate to your theory that we are 

currently in a Second Civil War? 

Glad you asked. 

For starters, I think it best if we define exactly how I am utilizing the term ‘Civil War’ under the pre-text 

of a Cold War. For this to work, we need two opposing forces. Let’s grab some low hanging fruit and pick 

liberalism and conservatism. 

If you look at today’s politically charged climate, you’d swear that the liberals want to remove certain 

sections of the Constitution entirely and trim others to suit their tastes. They espouse and aspire to a 

utopic vision where the government takes care of everyone and everyone is equal regardless of anything 

else factoring into the equation. Dissenting opinions are not welcome… ever. Conservatives believe you 

can and should take care of yourself, the Constitution is a binding document, and the role of 

government should rarely be heard and even more seldom seen. Debate is encouraged and welcomed. 

Ever heard of the squeaky wheel? 

Well, unfortunately, that’s what happening. The ones making all of the noise are on the extremes of 

each side of the political spectrum. 

Do you see it? 



Look closely at what I’ve written. 

The belligerents in the Second Civil War, Cold War style, are the squeaky wheels. 

The Second Civil War is in full swing and the opposing forces are ideals. 

Should college be free? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should we implement gun bans like Australia? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should a fry cook make as much as an EMT? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should we have open borders? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should we build a wall? Liberals: No, Conservatives: Yes 

Should government mandate the purchasing of goods? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should government programs be expanded? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should the role of government be expanded? Liberals: Yes, Conservatives: No 

Should parents be allowed to home school? Liberals: No, Conservatives: Yes 

I could go on and on and on… Now, I understand that what I’ve just written above are base generalities, 

but you get the point. Back and forth it goes on a seemingly never ending whirlwind or pain where both 

parties, regardless of which party occupies the White House or which party controls which house of 

Congress. 

It seems as if both parties are flaccid and incapable doing anything. One party gave us mandatory health 

care while the other keeps us armed. It seems like everything is being punted to the SCOTUS to decide, 

but the SCOTUS is just as political as the Executive and Legislative branches. 

So if my theory of a Second Civil War is a Cold War of ideals, how will we know who won? 

Will it ultimately come down to the 2016 Presidential election or the party with the majority in both 

houses of Congress? With all of this legal wrangling and political hand wringing, could it ultimately come 

down to the replacement of an empty Supreme Court seat and the potential for more replacements?  

Has the fate of our country’s ideology been left to nine unelected justices who are just as politically 

oriented as the person who appointed them? 

If this is the case then I think I’m going to have to stick to rainbows and unicorns and the fictional world 

of my books because reality sucks. 


